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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

Last week’s wire ended with what I said was the most interesting wheat chart currently and stated it’s 

not spring wheat. The week’s action kinda supported that belief…and now, the thing is bubbling a bit. 

Stand back a little Fellers! This thing might blow! 

 

What am I talking about? It’s what’s happening in YOUR back yard. 

This is KC July ’22. It’s the HRW crop some of you will be planting in 5 weeks, others more like 7 or 8 

weeks. Friday’s close was a new 11-week closing high, so Managed Money (“Funds”) are in the process 

of closing short positions, and some are starting small new long positions. Tonight (Sunday) we saw a 

little higher opening, but the way we keep score, of course, is this coming Friday’s close. A close above 

this week’s $6.81 should bring in some buying, although a key area is the contract high close from 5/07 

at $7.07/bu. Expect resistance as we approach $7.00, and we would not want to see a reversal and take 

out the 4-week closing low of $6.58. I think it will take rain to do that, and …maybe you’d actually rather 

have the rain… 

 

Anyway…I’m not yet a seller of the not yet planted new-crop.  

 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your business. My disclaimer 

remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but if you are growing wheat to be sold to the milling 

market, or export wheat market, I believe you should buy certified, fungicide treated seed, and 1. Be willing to store your 

wheat, if it’s the right thing to do 2. Apply 60 # of Nitrogen and 15# of Sulfur at planting, and in the spring, apply another 30# 

of N; and if it’s a wet spring, re-apply another 30# of N about 3 weeks later, and 3. Don’t sell your wheat without discussing 

protein premiums 
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“Old-crop” wheat…is actually a very newly cut crop… the average posted Colorado price this week is 

$6.54/bu. 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

07/30 $6.73-$6.78 $6.63 $6.33-$6.43 $6.13-$6.38 $6.53-$6.93 

07/23 $6.46-$6.51 $6.36 $6.06-$6.16 $5.86-$6.11 $6.26-$6.66 

07/16 $6.52-$6.57 $6.47 $6.12-$6.22 $5.92-$6.17 $6.32-$6.82 

07/09 $5.94-$5.99 $5.89 $5.54-$5.64 $5.29-$5.59 $5.74-$6.24 

07/02 $6.19-$6.24 $6.09 $5.79-$5.89 $5.54-$5.74 $5.99-$6.39 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

07/30(U) -00, +05 -10 -40, -30 -60, -35 -20, +20 

07/23(U) -00, +05 -10 -40, -30 -60, -35 -20, +20 

07/16(U) -00, +05 -05 -40, -30 -60, -35 -20, +30 

07/09(U) -00, +05 -05 -40, -30 -65, -35 -20, +30 

07/02(U) -00, +05 -10 -40, -30 -65, -45 -20, +21 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

07/30(U) -20 -23, -15 -38, -13 -24 

07/23(U) -20 -23, -15 -38, -10 -24 

07/16(U) -15 -21, -10 -38, -10 -24 

07/09(U) -15 -21, -00 -34, -14 -24 

07/02(U) -15 -21, -00 -38, -14 -24 

 

Some of you have sold it all, already, which I think is smart, as even if it took you 5 weeks to harvest and 

sell it, the 2021 July average Colorado posted price was $6.18/bu. Compared to the previous 

years…that’s pretty good! 

5 weeks of July 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 

CO posted avg $6.18 $4.08 $3.98 $4.57 $4.09 

 

Some of you haven’t sold it all yet, and thus this week’s price is even better. 

ALTHOUGH…I KNOW a couple of you guys are saying…wait a minute…he mentioned new 11-week 

closing highs on that July ’22. What about the Sept’21? And you are correct! 

Here’s the weekly closing table, showing the KC new 11-week closing highs (and you might notice I 

changed a couple columns): 
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CLOSE KWU21 KWZ21 KWN22 CZ21 WU21 MWU21 SX21 SX22 CRD21 ES21 

7/30 $6.73 $6.84 $6.81 $5.45 $7.04 $9.05 $13.49 $12.54 $73.95 $4390 

7/23 $6.46 $6.57 $6.58 $5.43 $6.84 $8.84 $13.52 $12.49 $72.07 $4403 

7/16 $6.52 $6.62 $6.62 $5.52 $6.93 $9.17 $13.92 $12.76 $71.56 $4319 

7/09 $5.94 $6.05 $6.10 $5.17 $6.15 $8.14 $13.29 $12.32 $74.56 $4360 

7/02 $6.19 $6.30 $6.38 $5.80 $6.53 $8.39 $13.99 $12.71 $76.21 $4342 

6/25 $6.09 $6.19 $6.31 $5.19 $6.41 $8.08 $12.70 $11.97 $74.05 $4271 

6/18 $6.16 $6.26 $6.40 $5.66 $6.66 $7.66 $13.13 $12.11 $71.64 $4154 

6/11 $6.46 $6.55 $6.64 $6.10 $6.86 $7.71 $14.39 $12.94 $70.91 $4246 

6/04 $6.44 $6.55 $6.74 $5.92 $6.93 $8.16 $14.36 $12.95 $69.62 $4228 

5/28 $6.21 $6.32 $6.46 $5.46 $6.67 $7.34 $13.73 $12.54 $66.98 $4191 

5/21 $6.31 $6.40 $6.43 $5.47 $6.77 $7.06 $13.61 $12.23 $63.58 $4152 

5/14 $6.63 $6.71 $6.51 $5.43 $7.07 $7.47 $14.01 $12.38 $65.36 $4169 

 

And here’s the KC Sept’21 chart. It’s similar to the July’22, but not identical, with the biggest difference 

is the old contract high is quite away above the current prices: 

 

Anyway…that chart looks like it could still run up a bit. If we close this week better (above $6.73), 

probably get some new buying in, and maybe we can float up to test the old highs…  
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SO…you’re in a good spot! You can sell your wheat, if you haven’t, and get the best prices on average of 

the past 5 years, OR…you can let some of it ride, and hope this thing can start trending and ride the 

wave! 

(Those plans should come to a screeching halt if the 4-week closing low of $6.46 comes back into play, 

and if so, hang on to nothing. Sell it all.) 

 

This strength in KC wheat futures has narrowed the Minny (spring wheat) – KC (HRW) spread. This is 

Minny U – KC U, now about 50c off its highs: 

 

Spring wheat may or may not have peaked (I believe it did, and firmly believe all cash spring wheat on a 

farm anywhere should be sold.) Spring wheat supply was a big unknown. As spring wheat harvest starts, 

we get more data. We saw new data from the Wheat Quality Tour last week. This means…it is quickly 

becoming a known fundamental. 

Known fundamentals have NO surprise power. 

Surprise power…comes from…The Unknown. 

Which is what KC next year’s July is all about. 

 

 

Spring wheat is doing it’s job of rationing demand. Demand Destruction is not a fun thing to watch. We 

can’t see it very quickly in domestic mill demand, but we’ll start keeping track of wheat-by-class export 

loadings again, and soft white wheat is also expected to lose a lot of export demand. 

Unfortunately we’re not seeing a hot USA HRW export program either… 
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WEEK 
ENDED 

(07/22/21) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

HRW 6.0 37.6 15 39.1 360 320.9 45 7.1 

SRW 2.1 14.4 10 15.4 110 94.6 45 2.1 

HRS 3.4 30.7 10 31.7 220 188.3 45 4.2 

White 1.1 16.1 10 17.1 170 152.9 45 3.4 

HAD 0.0 1.5 0 1.5 15 15 45 .3 

         

LAST YEAR         

HRW     342  52 6.6 

SRW     69  52 1.3 

HRS     284  52 5.4 

White     268  52 5.2 

HAD     28  52 .5 

 

But the Gulf HRW bids are at least steady: 

GULF     
date 12 pro ords diff  
7/30/2021 178 110 68  
7/23/2021 176 110 66  
7/16/2021 175 110 65  
7/9/2021 165 110 55 U 

7/2/2021 165 101 64 U 

 

Before we leave the cash and wheat futures discussion, I did want to mention the USDA posted a Hard 

White bid in Northwest Kansas at +00 KC U, which is about a 30c premium. 

 

 

 

And just so we’re clear…if you sell your wheat, I like the strategy. If you want to hang on, and see if we 

can trend up to those old highs, I like that too, although I’d have a sell-stop ready. 

The WORST THING you can do right now on the “old-crop” wheat…is not have a plan. 

 

Admittedly, not selling the not yet-planted-but thinking-about-it new-crop HRW…is really all about this:  

It’s too dry for good wheat establishment in North America. 
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But of course, that can change quickly, and that’s why I don’t like betting on droughts 

 

 

Ok, corn…had a good week of corn loadings…although corn export sales were crummy; we haven’t seen 

new corn biz to China in a while now, and that helps explains why corn was only up a couple c this week. 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(07/22/21) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

Corn 53.6 2445.2 60 2505.2 2,850 344.8 5 68.9 

Soybeans 9.0 2171.5 30 2201.5 2,270 68.5 5 13.7 

All wheat 12.7 100.3 45 145.3 875 729.7 45 16.2 

Milo 2.7 257.4 5 262.4 305 42.6 5 8.5 

         

LAST WEEK         

Corn 39.5 2391.7 60 2451.7 2,850 398.3 6 66.4 

Soybeans 6.0 2162.5 30 2192.5 2,270 77.5 6 12.9 

All wheat 17.3 87.6 45 132.6 875 742.4 46 16.1 

Milo 2.3 254.6 5 259.6 305 45.4 6 7.6 
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And as it’s more and more apparent corn pollination season passed without a disaster, this Dec corn 

chart makes me nervous about being long a bunch of wheat: 

 

Look at that rectangle on the chart, and look at the table on page 3. Five of the 12 weeks shown, Dec 

corn closed between $5.43 and $5.47. That is incredibly tight. 

It’s too tight. Corn is coiling, and going to make a big move, and it may not be higher. Are you ready 

for that? 

And soybeans are marching time, needing some sales to China. The problem with marching time is the 

band gets tired and wants a break, which allows gravity to set in, which means the break is lower. 
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Probably much, maybe more than we know…of this recent action is related to getting out of short wheat 

vs long corn or beans, or short KC, long Minny…positions. 

The problem with getting out is…that does not mean NEW positions will be created. 

And again, betting on a drought is usually not a money maker, as usually…it rains. 

 

 

Anyway…you’re in a good spot with the HRW right now, as long as you do something, almost anything 

really. Let’s make sure we’re paying attention. Have a plan. 

 

Have a good week. Stay Safe. Good luck with finishing your wheat harvest. 
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